
Comprehensive Assessment Report
A detailed document summarizing  
findings, vulnerabilities, and
recommended security improvements
tailored to Microsoft technologies. 

Current Security Snapshot
A clear overview of your current
Microsoft security infrastructure, so
you can understand where you stand. 

Prioritized List of Risks
A ranked list of risks, vulnerabilities,
and weaknesses, so you can address
the most critical issues first. 

Security Roadmap
A roadmap with clear steps for
enhancing security, configuring
systems, and adopting best practices
in your Microsoft environment.  

Compliance Benchmark Report
An evaluation of your compliance with
industry standards and regulations
that apply to Microsoft technologies. 

Enhanced Disaster Recovery Plan
Recommendations for improving              
your incident response and disaster
recovery plan.

Delivering best practices for improving security posture:

Managed Solution’s Secure Identity Assessment goes beyond identifying vulnerabilities—it empowers
companies to regain control. Our experts delve into the intricate details of your Microsoft 365 licensing,
highlighting underutilized services that can strengthen your defenses. By consolidating security
services, you can unlock cost savings and create a robust defense against cyber threats.
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Contact Us Today
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www.managedsolution.com

tel:888.563.9132


This entire process was seamless! From start to finish there was
constant communication, which made for a very low stress transition. 
Elizabeth Banker, CEO, Shore Solutions

Our Proven Methodology

Top Microsoft Partner Designations

ABOUT

We're technology enthusiasts with a people-first approach. For over two
decades, we've witnessed the profound impact that the right technology and
support can have on businesses and individuals. Success, to us, is seeing our
clients, partners, and team conquer challenges to achieve their greatest goals
and build lasting connections. This relentless pursuit of inspiration drives us
forward, pushing us to deliver innovative solutions that empower growth and
lasting success. www.managedsolution.com

Develop Goals and Strategy

Architect Change and Identify Gaps

Assess Impact and Risks 

Design and Budget Roadmap 

Engagement with key stakeholders to
ensure our strategy aligns with
business goals.

Review your existing infrastructure and
processes, addressing gaps hindering
security advancements.

Evaluate potential risks and prioritize
improvements that matter most to
your organization.

Deliver detailed reports, assessment
presentations, and actionable roadmaps
for improved security.


